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Your gracious Majesty – I beg leave to submit a few 

historical personalities for consideration : Ptolemy Auletes 

(father of Cleopatra), Nero, Charlemagne, Henry VIII and his 

daughters (Queens Mary and Elizabeth), Frederik the Great 

of Prussia, Goethe, Heine, Queen Victoria and Albert (saving 

your presence Ma’am)……  

Nice little list, but what have they in common? All eminent 

amateur musicians of course, even if rather better known for 

other things. 

Now, were you to add the name of Sir Thomas Beecham (1879-1961) to the list of amateurs, 

eyebrows might shoot up even higher because his name surely figures on the A-list of great 

conductors (not very many of whom, alas, hail from the UK). Yet he was essentially an amateur - a 

“gentleman conductor” who was fortunate enough to be conducting world class orchestras by the 

age of 20. Without any special training, unless you count one year’s reading for an 

(unconsummated) Oxford Classics degree, Beecham was largely empowered by privilege and wealth. 

His saying are legendary – they’re always fun, even when you know them by heart :  

 

 

How about this one (in red - no picture though, I’m afraid)?  : 

The English may not like music, but they absolutely love the noise it makes. 

A bit unkind, but…. oh go on then – let’s have the classic – (spare us your blushes) : 
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We are NOT amused. 

Of course music was a necessary social accomplishment for many of the aforementioned European 

gentry (what’s happened to that skill in those circles now?). No, actually I’m not talking about the 

privileged few, but rather the hoi polloi and the manner in which that particular highfalutin social 

accomplishment percolated down from the hoity-toities. 

To what exactly do we owe our excellent English amateur 

choral tradition? More specifically, to whom do we owe 

it?  Possibly to this man here (screw up your eyes, and 

you can just make out the giveaway Latin text, if the hat 

doesn’t do it for you).  

Psalm 1,1 : beatus vir qui non abiit in consilio impiorum et 

in via peccatorum non stetit et in cathedra pestilentiae 

non sedi  

which, as you probably know, translates as : 

I'm 'Enery the Eighth, I am, 

'Enery the Eighth I am, I am! 

I got married to the widow next door, 

She's been married seven times before 

And every one was an 'Enery 

She wouldn't have a Willie nor a Sam 

I'm her eighth old man named 'Enery 

'Enery the Eighth, I am! 

(such erudition.) 
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Henry – the real one - and his laugh-a-

minute sidekick Thomas Cromwell (so 

expertly portrayed by Mark Rylance in 

the series, Wolf Hall) were between 

them architects and executors of the 

Dissolution of the Monasteries. 

Oodles of amazingly skillful musicians 

were cast out of monastic institutions - 

dispersed to the four winds, and thrust 

willy-nilly upon society. Many 

eventually found employment in private 

households, normally in secular 

capacities, but the fortunate ones were 

able to continue practising their Roman 

Catholic faith in choirs of recusant 

chapels, where naughty composers like 

Byrd later wrote stuff in Latin for them 

to perform. 

Anyway, society was immeasurably 

enriched by this dispersal of resources, 

and the effect is felt to this day. 

Inadvertently, then, Henry did us all a great favour. Without him I probably wouldn’t have this much-

treasured possession. Looking at it still brings back happy memories… 

 

And the point is that the medal was not bestowed at a cathedral choir school, but in a humble parish 

church, where the musical standard was good enough to enable me get an ARCO (Associate of the 
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Royal College of Organists), then to read for a degree in music at Oxford, and finally enter the music 

profession. (Get the Latin? Cheers, ‘Enery!)  

But staying with the amateurs for a mo - when at Oxford I sang with (and occasionally got to 

conduct) a very respectable university choir, called Schola Cantorum. Every summer the SCO used to 

do a prestigious choral event and/or festival in places like New York or Arezzo, easily mopping up all 

the accolades. Quite clearly, where amateur choirs were concerned at that time (the middle 1960’s) 

England still led the world. 

Then, after leaving Oxford, I sang with the Monteverdi Choir under Jiggy (now Sir John Eliot) 

Gardiner during the years of its infancy. His infancy, too, considering he was a mere twenty-

something when he conducted us in the 1610 Vespers at the Proms : the youngest Prom conductor 

in history (now they’re all twenty-something). During this early period the choir was still largely an 

amateur affair. A few professional reinforcements undoubtedly lent a certain lustre to the sound, 

but the fundamental balance, blend, tuning, and ensemble were assured by total amateurs whose 

competence was every bit as impressive as that of the professionals. Several of us did in fact become 

full-time professional singers, and, to prove my point, we found slipping from one category to the 

other in the Monteverdi Choir a relatively seamless process. Except where the bank-balance was 

concerned of course – gratifyingly enough! 

Henry VIII’s Dissolution of the Monasteries gave England a rather unique leg-up on the world stage 

in the sense that very real musical accomplishment was within reach of the man in the street, as 

opposed to the privileged hands of the aristocracy – certainly the case in Gesualdo’s Naples, for 

example, where every single noble family propagated competent musicians, Gesualdo himself being 

a most outstanding example of the genre (as well as being a celebrated murderer of course, but 

that’s by the bye). 

So for hundreds of years Britannia ruled the waves : the sound-waves of amateur choral singing. 

Things have changed, however, not least down here in the south of France, where the situation was 

frankly dire until ten or fifteen years ago. Basically there had been a lack of example and leadership, 

so audiences knew no better than to suffer the most insufferable amateur groups wailing their way 

through ill-chosen, rebarbative repertoire. Provence being so close to Italy, where things have long 

been opera-oriented, the notion of a literate a cappella ensemble tradition was virtually non-

existent.  

(You will notice the Italian spelling of a cappella – nothing gives me greater pleasure than to witness 

the unstoppable reclamation of baroque and more recently renaissance music by Italian musicians. 

Italy, the very wellspring of all European culture is at last taking back its pre-operatic musical 

inheritance, and not before time.) 

“Listen with your voice and sing with your ears” is one of the glib things I occasionally come out with 

in rehearsals, when exasperated by the vocal equivalent of Gallic conversational crossfire. Someone 

once said to me French orchestra is a contradiction in terms. I know exactly what he meant (but mon 

Dieu they do produce the most wonderful individual musicians!). 

Actually that notion is all now a bit passé, and, be that as it may, there exist two or three choirs in 

our area which seem to have grasped the nettle and are actually beginning to show signs of listening 

to one another while they sing – quel bonheur! On the other hand, nobody wants choir singers to 

disappear up their own fundaments as of yore in England. I’m allergic to choral preciousness, but 

nevertheless try to encourage constant mutual awareness – no individual ever “letting go” to the 

detriment of pitch, homogeneity and ensemble. 
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                                            Stainer's The Crucifixion in St. Paul’s, Monaco 

On the Ristretto website you’ll see that we’ve recently performed Stainer’s Crucifixion with the 

ensemble vocal (soloists from the choir), and I’m happy to report it went down pretty well. First of 

all with the choir, and secondly with the audience, 

neither of whom I quite expected to react favourably 

to a piece of Anglican high Victoriana (saving your 

presence Ma’am)…… 

Curiously, I was tipped off years ago by Harry Gabb, 

sub-organist of St. Paul’s Cathedral, that Stainer was 

actually Jewish, and changed his name from Steiner to 

Stainer in order to advance his career as a cathedral 

organist. Anyone who knew Harry as I did (we used to 

trot down to the pub regular as clockwork after 

Evensong) would vouch for his kindliness and 

humanity. There was surely no trace of malevolent 

anti-semitism in Harry’s assertion : compassion, 

rather, for the gifted man Stainer who underwent not 

a little indignity to satisfy the prejudices of crusty 

clergy. If the story were true….(Ironically, most of the French people in our Ristretto choir 

inadvertently pronounce his name as Steiner - how Harry would have chuckled!) 

Although portrayed irreverently in this picture from a 

contemporary magazine, Stainer turned out to be a figure of 

immense importance in Anglican church music, and ultimately 

influenced not only the course taken at St. Paul’s (of which he 

was organist), but throughout English musical institutions in 

general. He was a buddy of Arthur Sullivan, of G&S fame, and 

together they embarked on “Christmas Carols, New and Old” 

which sold thousands of copies. Sullivan had an immensely high 

opinion of Stainer’s capabilities.  

Which is more than can be said of Stainer’s own view of his “The 

Crucifixion” : he later disowned the work at the height of its 

popularity, denouncing it pretty much as doggy-do. 

Let’s shift queens now - From Victoria to Elizabeth :  
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And, appropriately, a photograph of St. Paul’s Cathedral choir, taken in 1953, en voyage to, or from, 

the USA. They’re standing on the decks of the eewld Queen Elizabeth as you can see – it was indeed 

the year of her Coronation. 
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And who are those funny men, each looking as though he’d been bashed over the head with a 

picture? Let’s take a closer look:  

 

 

On the far right of the piccy is Harry Gabb himself, standing dutifully next to his boss, Sir John Dykes 

Bower, organist of St. Paul’s. I knew Harry in the early 1970’s, also as organist at the Chapel Royal St. 

James’s Palace, and can swear he had not changed one jot since 1953. (Not unlike the Queen 

actually.) I’ve framed him in blue because he was an arch conservative, yet adorable as always. 

Next but one to his right, the revolutionary (a comma here might be appropriate) Canon John 

Collins. We were talking of crusty clergy just now - Collins was diametrically the opposite : quite the 

un-crustiest clergyman you could possibly imagine, given his time and place. A personal friend of the 

Queen Mother, he was a real leftie and caused the Establishment some grief, frequently brushing 

with the police during his anti-nuclear Aldermaston protest marches, not to mention his tireless, 

systematic, and very public opposition to the Apartheid regime in South Africa. A boat-rocker if there 

ever was one (not quite the ticket on board the QE one imagines), he possessed enormous charisma 

– and, incidentally, baptized my son, Ben. I’ve done him in red on account of his political leanings. 

In the little green number, George Sage, Priest in Ordinary to the Queen.  

The Dean of Chichester, Walter Hussey, commissioner of Britten’s cantata Rejoice in the Lamb for 

the choir St. Matthew’s Northampton, and later of Bernstein’s Chichester Psalms, explained to me 

that Sage’s portentous job title actually meant being a bog-rat in St. James’s Palace. Imagine how 

disabused I felt by this image-shattering bitchery, as an 18-year-old hoping to establish his 
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credentials as an aspiring cathedral organist. You see, I had won a place at the Royal School of 

Church Music at Addington Palace where George was Warden….. and although he liked me, I don’t 

think he approved my suitability for the task in hand. He was quite relieved when I upped sticks after 

a year to read Music at Oxford, and chucked the idea of becoming a cathedral organist. He was right. 
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